Jesus & Philosophy is dedicated to the memory of Bob Funk and builds on
what Funk has called 'the creed with the empty centre'; an empty centre that should be filled with Jesus' original words (and deeds). Jesus was, according to Cupitt (who writes the book not as a theologian but as an ethical theorist or moral philosopher), originally a moral teacher that should be accredited as a major figure in the history of ethics. Jesus' ethics consisted of a radical humanism; it involved 'a shift from realism to emotivism, as the moral standard itself was brought down from heaven and relocated in the world of human feelings and relationships, the world of the "heart,"' a heart that should think and love beyond mere reciprocity.
In eighteen essays Cupitt spells out what he means by Jesus' radical humanism. In the first essay (The priority of ethics) Cupitt describes himself as a human philosopher, that is, someone with an interest in life. As human beings we all need a view of what we are, how we are situated in this world, how we should live, and to what end. For this, Cupitt argues, we need a narrative, a 'story to live by and live out' (3). This narrative, however, is not made available to us in most current writings on ethics. The reason for this is that most current ethical thinking is dominated by the models of cosmic law, revealed divine commandments and religious law in general -moral principles are seen as divine laws and moral wrongdoing is regarded as sin against God, rather than offences against a wronged fellow human being. Because of this -the understanding of the principles of morality as objective, unchanging and exalted above us (suprahistorical) -(theological) ethics has produced too many self-righteous people who neglect their neighbors. How can one break this 'theological and disciplinarian view of the moral order'? This question Cupitt answers in the third essay (The hinge of ethics). What we need is to rebel against the long domination of the moral life and ethical theory by religious authority that sees moral life in terms of obedience to a revealed code of religious Law (the vertical relation; the Law known by conscience) and replace it with an emphasis on a horizontal relationship with fellow human beings that operates from the heart. For Cupitt, therefore, true morality hinges on a choice between two types of ethical theory: one that defines moral life in terms of one's relation to an objective, lawlike moral standard of authority 'from above' (obedience), or a moral life which is deliberately non-objective and based on nothing more than ordinary human fellow-feeling (anthropocentric and emotivist). To put it in his own words:
One theory sees the moral life in terms of each individual's relation to a transcendent, objective moral standard, and the other type of theory sees the moral life entirely in terms of the 'horizontal' relationship between one human being and the next. One party believes in the government of life by Divine Law, or something alike, and the other party is antinomian. It aims to live by love alone; it yearns for absolute freedom. (18) Where did this second type of ethics first originate? It started in the Hebrew Bible with the dream of 'a world in which common people enjoy a full span of life, in peace, justice and prosperity'. In the New Testament it is called 'the Kingdom of God', a kingdom in which God is internalized in such a way in the individual that God is no longer an objective Sovereign out there. Jesus, according to Cupitt, had such a radical humanist ethic, an ethic that fell into severe neglect very early after his death. Soon a great religion began to grow up around his name; his message was falsified, he was exalted to the heavenly world, and soon he was just one more sovereign lawgiver.
What do we know of this Jesus, as a historical figure? According to Cupitt, not much. But, when one takes the earliest traditions about Jesus into consideration (Q, Thomas, M and L), we have enough to get a clear picture of Jesus as a notable secular teacher who does not appeal to religious law and in whose teaching there is little supernatural apparatus. In these teachings Jesus is no religious conservative or swivel-eyed apocalyptist, but a secular teacher who attacks the ethics of law and ridicules our most basic ideas of justice.
Jesus was antinomian and saw religious prescriptions as manmade (chapter 6; Against the Law). For him, human well-being came first, as in the healing of a man with a crippled hand on the Sabbath (Mk 3:1-5). More importantly, he attacked the morality system of his time with all its reciprocities (Mt 5:38-42). The major feature of his ethics of non-violence or non-retaliation was its refusal to reciprocate in kind, to get even. Jesus asked for 'acts of ecstatic generosity that disrupt the morality system' (28). As such, he wanted to destroy the ordinary person's ideas about justice as fair shares and as proportionate retribution. This was Jesus' radical humanism, an ethic that no god can tell us; one is only an ethical being when one is capable, when the occasion calls for it, to rise above the law by responding with an immediate, unthinking, ecstatic generosity to a fellow human being in need. This co-humanity, according to Cupitt, cannot be prescribed for us by any other: 'it has to be a spontaneous impulse of the human heart, and in that sense the ethical is purely and only human ' (33) . This was what Jesus taught, a teaching that implied the end of the rule of religious law and the arrival of a kind of human being who is radically free. To create a good society a written law code will not do; 'we must look for a transformation of the human heart' (57; emphasis in the original).
What are the philosophical implications of Jesus' ethical vision? He is not a rationalist or idealist who wants us to regard existing reality as fixed and rational with boundaries in which we should stay. Jesus wants us to step outside existing reality and chose a new world. For that reason, Jesus is a nihilist, someone who insists that if we choose a new world, we will find ourselves in that new world. Philosophically speaking, he is also an expressivist: the good life should flow out from us; we do not mirror our world, our world mirrors us (79). Consequently Jesus' ethics calls us to choose life (chapter 17), and become part of a slowworking dream (chapter 18).
Cupitt's understanding of Jesus' ethical vision is a fresh breeze, especially when the current state of reflection on the ethics of the New Testament is taken into consideration. In short: almost all works written on the ethics of the New Testament exclude discussions regarding the ethics of the historical Jesus. Richard Burridge, in his Imitating Jesus: An inclusive approach to New Testament ethics (2007) , is an exception to the rule. Cupitt, however, goes further. His Jesus is a radical humanist, so radical that not many will lend an ear to the Jesus he is putting in front of us. This radicality, however, is perhaps what we need. Nihilists, as defined by Cupitt, are humans that take responsibility for their own lives and for those beside them. Not because it is the probable thing to do, but because it is precisely what makes us human. Responsibility 'out there' so easily simply remains 'out there'. Responsibility 'from within', however, is something different. In essence, this is what Cupitt is arguing in a convincing manner. Philosophers who are interested in reflecting on what it entails to be human, and New Testament scholars who are interested in historical Jesus-studies will spend time well to read what Cupitt is arguing.
